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Timeline
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985

Asymptotic freedom 

DGLAP, Demise of the transverse 
momentum cutoff, Infrared safety   

NLO QCD for Drell Yan
Factorisation beyond leading logs,  

Parton model

   Photon-hadron interactions 

W and Z discovery, Jets
W and Z distributions, Monojets, 

SppS collider shutdown

Annus mirabilis

Annus mirabilis

Annus mirabilis

Annus semi-mirabilis

   Cornell conference



Life before QCD 
❖ Feynman wrote his book on Photon-hadron Interactions 

in response to the 1971 Cornell conference (the precursor 
to Lepton Photon).

❖ Approximate scaling in Deep Inelastic Scattering was 
known.

❖ Theoretical explanations in vogue were:-

❖ the light cone expansion, that somehow produced free 
field behaviour on the light cone, but was strongly 
interacting off the light cone

❖ The parton model that required an ad hoc cut on the 
transverse momentum of the partons to explain the 
scaling behaviour. 

❖ At the Cornell conference, gluons were mentioned in the 
talk of Bjorken, but they were labelled as speculative  and 
no details of their couplings were given.

❖ The fractional charges of the quarks were still speculative. 

Approximate scaling was established



The “Drell-Yan” process
❖ The production of muon pairs at the 

AGS was first observed by Christenson 
et al. and first presented at the Spring 
APS meeting, (PRL Sept 1970)

❖ Drell and Yan wrote a theory paper 
(May 1970) expressing the cross section 
in terms of DIS structure functions F2

❖ Nowadays this formula would have a 
colour averaging factor, ie. the rate 
would be a factor of 3 smaller.

Leon Lederman

Sidney Drell+Tung-Mow Yan



Altarelli, Brandt and Preparata

❖ Almost contemporaneous with the paper of Drell and 
Yan.

❖ Guido was at NYU as a Fulbright fellow and evidently 
had extensive conversations with the group of Lederman.

❖ The ABP model was an amalgam of Regge theory and the 
parton model.

❖ Unlike Drell and Yan, ABP actually tried to fit the 
Lederman data.

Giuliano Preparata 1942-2000



Asymptotic freedom
❖ The game changed with the discovery of 

asymptotic freedom.

❖ The beta function is negative (and now known to 5 
loops!)

❖ How and what to calculate with this theory?

Shows importance of lab summer programs!



Life before the AP equation

❖ “In spite of the relative simplicity of the final results, 
their derivation, although theoretically rigorous, is 
somewhat abstract and formal, being formulated in the 
language of renormalisation group equations for the 
coefficient functions of the local operators which appear 
in the light cone expansion for the product of two 
currents.” (AP, Nuclear Phys. B)

Georgi Politzer Phys. Rev. D9 (1974) 416 
685

Gross-Wilczek, Phys. Rev. D9 (1974) 980
1131



Lepton pair production
❖ Given the previous experience with 

lepton pair production, it was natural 
to try and apply QCD to this process.

❖ The first order of business was the 
establish whether the transverse 
momentum was limited (parton 
model) or grew with Q2 (at fixed 
𝜏=Q2/s) as predicted by QCD.

❖ Real experiments do not have fixed  𝜏.

❖ The second paper showed that the 
data could be fitted with an intrinsic 
transverse momentum of 
500-600MeV.

Altarelli, Parisi and Petronzio, PL 76B, 351
Altarelli, Parisi,Petronzio, PL76B 356



Corrections to Lepto-production and to Drell-Yan

❖ The principle benefit of QCD is that it gives 
a procedure for systematically improving 
the predictions using perturbation theory.

❖ Technical problem to resolve was the 
regulation of soft and collinear singularities. 
The first paper used the off-shellness of  the 
quarks, the second paper used dimensional 
regularization, (which worked much better).

❖ This is now a text-book calculation which is 
used as an exercise, e.g. at the CTEQ schools.

Diagrams for NLO prediction

Altarelli,Ellis, Martinelli, NPB157  (1979) 461 
NPB143 (1978) 521, NPB146(1978)544(E)



Corrections to Drell- Yan (the K-factor)

❖ Taking the notional value αs/(2π)=1/20  we see 
that the corrections are not small.

❖ Helpful in accommodating data.

❖ Since in a coloured quark theory a red quark can 
only annihilate with an anti-red quark 
suppression by 3.

❖ Feynman-Field recalculation at Caltech.



Experimental results from NA3

❖ Experiments with various beams all showed that the cross-section was too large 
compared to the Drell-Yan formula, where the factor of 3 for colour averaging is now 
included.

❖ An early triumph for the application of perturbative QCD to hadron-hadron processes.

PL 89B 145 (1979)



Discovery of the W and Z
❖ 1983 discovery of the W and the Z

❖ Consternation in the USA. Should the 
Rubbia proposal have been implemented in 
the main ring as outlined in proposal 492?

❖ Considered “wisdom” in the Fermilab 
cafeteria was that the right decision was 
taken.

❖ Because of the poor vacuum system and the 
magnets unable to  operate DC at more than 
200 GeV, it would have been at best ppbar at 
400GeV and low luminosity.

❖ The Rome group (Altarelli, Ellis, Greco, 
Martinelli, Parisi, Petronzio) were well 
placed to respond to the discovery, because 
of our experience with Drell-Yan

Proposal May 1976



Drell-Yan type processes (γ*,W,Z)
QCD provides a systematic 

way of improving the 
calculations of  cross sections

by expanding in the small 
coupling

αS.   Corrections are large at O(αS) 
but needed to needed to achieve 

agreement with data. 

(αS2 corrections also known and 
lead to a further modest 

increase.) 

Moral: at least next-to-leading order (NLO) 
corrections are needed.



Results at 0.54→13 TeV



Early measured W-pT distributions

“Note that there are no adjustable parameters. Of 
course there are the same ambiguities on parton 

densities, on the value of 𝜦 and on the choice of scale 
as for the total cross sections,” (GA, October 1985)

Curves from Altarelli et al in the 
Nobel Lecture of Carlo Rubbia, 

December 1984.



Current results on Z pt

❖ Dramatic evolution in both experiment and theory in 30 years.

❖ This is the ATLAS result for Z production at √s=7 TeV compared 
to theory (Banfi, Dasgupta, Marzani, Tomlinson, 1205.4760)



Missing ET events (Bern, 1984)



Missing ET events (St Vincent, 1985)





The Altarelli cocktail
❖ The calculation of the splitting functions rapidly gave rise to 

shower Monte Carlos

❖ Importantly, without matrix element corrections, these give a good 
description of collinear emission, but seriously underestimate 
events at large pT

❖ This was probably originally responsible for the underestimate of 
standard model backgrounds for mono jets.

❖ Eventually explained by Guido as a “cocktail” of Z(→𝜈 𝜈)+jet 
events, misidentified electron, cracks, jet fluctuations,W->tau 𝜈 
events….at St. Vincent.



QCD-the candidate theory
“Although QCD imposes itself as the only theory of strong interactions within reach of the 
weapons of conventional quantum field theory, yet it is still the least established sector of 

the standard model. Testing QCD is, in fact, more difficult than testing the electroweak 
sector. In the latter domain the theory is more explicit because perturbation theory can 
always be applied. Besides that, the leptons and the weak gauge bosons are at the same 

time the fields in the Lagrangian and the particles in our detectors. On the other hand, QCD 
is the theory of quarks and gluons while only hadrons are observable; also, perturbation 

theory can only be applied in that particular domain of the strong interactions where 
approximate freedom, which is only asymptotic, can be reached.”

G. Altarelli Erice 1983.



Jets studies (pre-)QCD

❖ Before jet studies at the SppS 
collider it was hard to 
distinguish the QCD, with a  
transverse momentum 
smearing from a  
phenomenological model, 
falling like 1/pT8

Feynman, Field, Fox PRD18 (1978) 3320



Parton cross sections

❖ First calculated correctly by Combridge, Kripfganz, Ranft, CERN-TH-2343 , 1977



Identifying the gluon component of the proton

❖ Extraction of the single effective 
structure function  showed the 
necessity of gluons at small x.

G. Altarelli EPS Talk Bari 1985



Partons in Quantum Chromodynamics

❖ The definitive text for the 
80-90’s on QCD.

❖ As you can see my copy is 
much used (and abused).

❖ Written, for the most part, 
in the library at CERN as 
a visitor (1982).

❖ By an unacknowledged 
author!



Language
❖ As well as my thesis 

advisor, Guido was my 
also my Italian language 
(Roman dialect) instructor.

❖ Royal Society

❖ “the normal Evolution 
Equation”

❖ Il senso del gioco



Letters
❖ Estimation of Cabibbo and Letter from Cabibbo

❖ My thesis was supervised by Guido and Luciano Maiani 
“To this last paper also contributed Keith Ellis, a Scottish PhD student of Cabibbo, 
who was to stay with us in Rome for a few years, eventually speaking a very good 
Italian and fully understanding the roman way of living.” GA 1106.3189

❖ I had a very prolonged post-doc career (six post-docs!); 
at every stage Guido wrote letters of recommendation 
for me.

❖ So it was a great pleasure to return the favour, in 
supporting his nomination for the Sakurai Prize, 
(although I had the impression that the tail was wagging 
the dog).



❖ Students

❖ Keith Ellis

❖ Guido Martinelli (Parisi)

❖ Barbara Mele

❖ Marco Ciuchini

❖ Roberto Franceschini

❖ Emilio Gabrielli

❖ Sandro Ambrosiano

❖ +many younger collaborators



In conclusion…..
❖ The last word, on this glorious 

period (1973-1985), should go to 
Guido.

❖ “The beautiful ‘naive’ parton model 
of Bjorken, Feynman and others has 
by now evolved into the ‘QCD 
improved’ parton model. This 
powerful language has become 
such a familiar and and widespread 
tool for everyday practice in high 
energy physics that one is led to 
take all its new successes as granted 
and in a way obvious.” 

Plenary talk at the Bari conference, 1985


